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Four Brutal Murders, Four Mysterious Churches, One Terrifying Purpose.A razor-sharp

thriller.Buckle up for the second spine-chilling instalment of the Dark Horizon Trilogy, from

bestselling thriller author Duncan Simpson.   Driven by unearthly visions, a convicted killer escapes

from a maximum-security psychiatric hospital. Days later a woman is ritualistically murdered in the

grounds of a mysterious London church. When a Roman coin is discovered under the victimâ€™s

skin, Vincent Blake - Londonâ€™s leading stolen-art investigator - is called in to assist the police

with their investigations.   A series of copycat murders, all carried out within the vicinity of connected

London churches rocks the heart of the city. As the body count rises, Blake is thrust into a race

against time to solve a centuries-old mystery that sets him on a collision course with a terrifying

secret.   Nothing can prepare him for what he has to face, because the churches are not what they

seem â€¦ they have been designed by the Devilâ€™s Architect. ËƒËƒËƒ Praise for The Devil's

Architect...High-speed action....Forget about sleeping - you simply can't put this book down....A

supercool plot that keeps you guessing until the end.ËƒËƒËƒ About the AuthorThe Devil's Architect

is the second book in the Dark Horizon trilogy by thriller writer Duncan Simpson.For more

information and updates on new releases, join his Reader's Group. Just copy and paste this link into

your browser: http://duncansimpsonauthor.comFind out more about the world of Duncan Simpson

by visiting:Website & Blog: http://www.duncansimpsonauthor.comTwitter:

http://twitter.com/dsimpsonauthorFacebook: http://www.facebook.com/duncansimpsonauthorIf you

love multi-layered crime thrillers, then get THE DEVIL'S ARCHITECT now.Interview with the

AuthorQU: So, what makes the Dark Horizon series special?AN: My mission is to write action led

thrillers that hit hard, right from the go. I write what I love to read. My top picks are usually thrillers

and mysteries best sellers, and private detective novels. When I pick up a novel, I want to be

entertained, thatâ€™s a given, but I also want to learn something new. I love telling stories that are

on the blurred edge between fact and fiction; whether Iâ€™m writing about the world of art crime, the

Royal Society, Isaac Newton, Freemasonry, the Knights Templar or the history of London; weaving

a contemporary crime thriller within layers of true fact is what gives me a buzz. The function of a

best-selling crime novel is to give the reader what they donâ€™t get in their real lives. Itâ€™s about

escaping the ordinary and entering into a world of the extraordinary. I hope the Dark Horizon trilogy

does this in spades. Each book in the series is designed to keep you turning the pages all night

long.QU: Why should readers give these books a try?AN: Because the Dark Horizon thriller series is

an exciting, action-packed adventure. Just read the reviews and see why it has hit the top ten

category bestsellers lists on Kindle for Crime Thrillers. Ultimately, readers who enjoy a taut,



nail-biting adventure with a plot that twists and turns will love the Dark Horizon trilogy. Come and

join Vincent Blake, the damaged hero of the series that reviewers are describing as 'the British

Robert Langdon.'Qu: So, where can I find the Dark Horizon series?AN: The Dark Horizon thriller

and mystery eBook series can be found in the following categories:Supernatural ThrillersHeist

ThrillersMystery SeriesCrime ThrillersPrivate Investigator SeriesPrivate Detective NovelsThrillers

and Mysteries Best Sellers
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While I did receive an advance copy of this book in return for an honest review, I loved it so much

that I bought the book as soon as it became available.It's a fast-paced story, well-written, and much

more believable than some of its type that I've read. It's got twists that you don't expect, and while

the different threads get tied up at the end, you know there's more to the story. Anxiously awaiting

the final part to this trilogy!



I enjoyed this book as the characters are well written and never dull. Blake is an expert in art, stolen

and forged, and antiquities of that may be obscure to most. He is puzzle solver and crime solver,

especially when they are intertwined. Called on by the police to solve mysteries that require such

attributes, he answers. You just have to read it and see him encounter real good and evil. A real

Thriller!

Well written, fast moving and enough twists to keep you interested & not completely predictable.

Now ready for the final book of the trilogy.

A book that keeps you wanting more time to keep reading! It's hard to put down because you must

find out more information that the upcoming pages possess. If you have visited London the this

book really comes to life!

Historical fiction at it's best. I will be looking for more novels by Duncan Simpson.

This book was even better than the first in the series. Very good storytelling. Looking forward to

book three.

Super book. Exciting with lots of twists. Really worth the read.

Good action filled story. Strong characters. Good plot, with just a nice eerie background. Nice to

read historical background. Second good story by Duncan I've read and enjoyed.
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